Parents’ perception of their role in the prevention of inadequate consumption of fruit and vegetables among adolescents in South Africa

ABSTRACT

Introduction
South African adolescents consume relatively low fruit and vegetables in spite of the development of food-based dietary guidelines for South Africa.

Aims and objectives
The aims and objectives of the present study were to investigate parents’ perception of their role in the prevention of the health compromising behaviour of inadequate consumption of fruit and vegetables among adolescents in South Africa.

Design
The study design was qualitative and exploratory and the research strategy used was inductive, deductive and abductive.

Methods
Using a guiding question schedule data were collected from five focus group interviews. A non-probability purposive theoretical sampling method was utilized and the sample size of 37 determined by theoretical saturation. Data analysis was performed using the grounded theory approach.

Results
The findings of the study suggest that children should be introduced to fruit and vegetables as early as possible.

Conclusion
The study recommends that infants should be exposed to the taste of locally available fruit and vegetables followed by the gradual introduction of fruit and vegetables into their diet together with a variety of other nutrient-dense foods when solid foods are being introduced.
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INTRODUCTION

The perception that nutrient-based dietary guidelines are not effective in promoting appropriate diets and healthy lifestyles has motivated a number of countries including South Africa to develop food-based dietary guidelines (FBDGs) in accordance with the recommendation of Food and Agriculture Organisation/World Health Organization (FAO/WHO).

The South African FBDGs were satisfactorily tested for comprehension, appropriateness and applicability in consumer groups of different ethnic backgrounds in both rural and urban areas. Consuming a diet high in fruit and vegetables is associated with a decreased risk of many chronic diseases, including periodontal disease because fruits and vegetables are good sources of many important nutrients such as potassium, vitamin C, folate, fiber, and numerous phytochemicals.

Even though the composition of the family unit has undergone considerable change in recent decades due to a variety of socio-economic developments, it remains the first learning environment for the child. The influence of the family continues throughout adolescence and indeed throughout the life-course of the individual to varying degrees because parents are powerful role models and influence.

Consumption of fruit/vegetables among adolescents is a healthy behaviour consistently related to higher parental socio-economic status (SES).

Foods high in fat and sugar are cheaper per unit energy when compared with foods rich in protective nutrients such as fruits and vegetables. This is also the reason why social support correlates positively with fruit/vegetable intake.
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The most important predictor of fruit and vegetable consumption is suggested to be gender, and this difference is also evident in children as young as four years of age. A Norwegian study involving adolescents, found that boys ate less fruit and vegetables than the girls because they like them less. However, the reasons for this are yet to be identified.

Rovner et al. indicate that the availability of fruits and vegetables in the school environment is positively associated with the consumption of these foods by younger learners. A Minnesota study on the other hand, indicates that snack vending machines availability in schools are associated with a decrease in the consumption of fruits among seventh graders.

South African adolescents consume relatively low fruit and vegetables in spite of the development of food-based dietary guidelines. There is need to understand the role of specific psycho-social factors associated with low fruit and vegetables consumption among adolescents in South Africa and to provide scientific evidence that may lead to the development of health promotion strategies, targeted interventions that are appropriate and effective from the perspective of parents.

This is because unhealthy lifestyles in adolescence including the low intake of fruit and non-starchy vegetables may predict the occurrence of adult chronic systemic conditions which may include or determine risk for poorer oral/general health status in adults.

The present study was therefore, designed to provide an opportunity to generate new knowledge and improve the understanding of pathways to oral health inequalities among adolescents through the investigation of parents’ perception of the psycho-social factors associated with inadequate consumption of fruit and non-starchy vegetables among adolescents in South Africa.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study design and sampling procedure

The study design was a Double-Layer Design, which had geographic areas as the first layer and the different audiences as the second layer. It was qualitative exploratory and the research strategy used was inductive, deductive and abductive. The sampling method utilized was the non-probability purposive theoretical sampling method.

Profile of participants

The number of participants recruited was 37; mean age 46.3 years [95% CI = 43.0-49.5]. They were homogeneous in the sense of shared experience of residing in one community but diverse in terms of their professions.

No attempt was made to achieve a provincially representative sample but in order to ensure that the data was not skewed the study endeavoured to accommodate participation from both the urban and semi-rural areas. This was also the reason why the four racial groupings in South Africa (Black, Coloured, Asian/Indian and White) were recruited and the perspectives of the two major global religious groupings (Christianity and Islam) obtained.

Data collection

Five focus group interviews of subjects who met the criteria of the study, of being a past/current parent or caregiver to an adolescent were conducted between months of March and November, 2015. The interviews were conducted in venues acceptable and accessible to all the invitees.

The researcher used the following opening question to ensure that the participants meant the inclusion criteria: Please, has any adolescents between the ages of 10 to 19 year lived with you or living with you at the moment? Consent was obtained and the participants were then requested to complete a short questionnaire on demographic characteristics.

A semi-structured interview guide developed for this study was used to ensure consistency in data collection from the focus group interviews while at the same time, allowing the interview sessions to be flexible enough to optimize the natural flow of discussion. In order to allow the participants to freely express themselves and reduce the chance of priming the discussion, the interview guide included a series of open-ended questions. These questions were designed to stimulate discussion among the participants regarding their perception of their role in the prevention of inadequate consumption of fruit and vegetables among adolescents in South Africa. The use of the layperson’s language for the benefit of all participants was encouraged so as to reduce the odds of inhibition. The participants took turns. This was to ensure that they all had equal opportunity to contribute to the discussion.

Data analysis

This study applied the grounded theory methodology in the data analysis. Data analysis of the transcripts began with Open (Substantive) and Axial Simultaneous Coding method (First and Second Cycle coding processes) which was employed right from Initial Coding up to integrated data analysis. A specialist in Community Dentistry was engaged as an independent coder to reduce bias.

Ethical considerations

This study was approved by the Senate Research Ethics Committee of the University of the Western Cape, South Africa (Ref No. 11/1/55). Details of the sample procedure of this study have earlier been published. In brief, five focus groups interviews (minimum of six participants each) were conducted between the months of March and November, 2015. Participants were past/current parents or caregivers to adolescents. Pseudonyms were used to ensure confidentiality was maintained throughout the study by not revealing the true identities of the participants.
The purpose of the study was explained by researcher to the understanding of the participants and were shown the ethical approval for the study before they read and signed the informed consent forms.

Permission to use the audio recorder was obtained from each participant at the commencement of every interview. The participants were informed that their participation in the interview was entirely voluntary and that anyone may decline to answer any questions.

The researcher made it clear that any of them was at liberty to withdraw from the interview at any time without consequences.

RESULTS

The sample size of 37 which was determined by theoretical saturation included 23 fathers, one grandfather, 10 mothers and three grandmothers. Thirteen of them had tertiary education while 14 had matriculated and 10 did not have matric. Overall, 25 Blacks, seven Coloured, three Indians and two Whites were recruited. Thirty of these participants were Christians while the remaining seven were Muslims.

The results of the data analysis using the grounded theory methodology were articulated in the two substantive categories below:

1. Adolescent inadequate consumption of fruit and vegetables.
2. Parents’ perception regarding their roles.

Adolescent inadequate consumption of fruit and vegetables

The home environment

The study participants were unanimous regarding the important role of good upbringing of children starting at a very young age and the importance of the home environment in the formation and retention of the healthy behaviour of consuming fruit and vegetables.

There was complete agreement among the participants that a parent’s healthy behaviour had a significant effect on their adolescent children’s tendency towards that behaviour because parents are powerful role models that their children emulate.

Therefore, parents should be positively exemplary. The participants also, opined that different races eating differently; some consuming more vegetables than others.

Children reject foods that do not taste “nice” such as certain vegetables and they are also choosy. Below are some excerpts from the participants’ discussions:

Vegetables and fruits – that’s based on the way you grew up. If you grew up eating a lot of vegetables and fruits then you eat a lot.

…these kids when they growing up they …don’t eat fruits or veggies… they are very choosy...

...people from certain cultures eat much more fruit or vegetables and stuff like that...

You have to be a right role model from when the child is small they look up at you as the parent. They imitate everything you do. So, if you do the right stuff the child will remember...

What I can say is with that kids eating behaviour… it depends on the home environment that they were growing up in.

Taming and the training the taste buds

The participants expressed their concern regarding adolescents’ preferences mainly on account of the taste of fruit and vegetables in comparison with confectionaries.

If an adolescent grew up eating fruits and vegetables, the adolescents were likely to remain so. Some excerpts below illustrate their concern:

I think with vegetables, some of these …….are not very nice…they don’t taste nice. So, you can’t tell a child to eat them because they are not as nice as burgers...

The wife, the mother trained that child from small, they never exposed the child to sweets and that child eats vegetables, that child eat raw food and vegetables with every meal. And for the child that is a normal thing because they don’t know anything else. So, all the other cousins come and look, and, they shocked to see the child eating so much vegetables...

Influence of school environment

The study participants highlighted the significant influence of the school environment on adolescents’ attitudes towards the healthy lifestyle of consuming fruit and vegetables as illustrated by the excerpts below:

Now at school they don’t sell veggies. I mean the school food kiosk. They sell only sweets and chips, Doritos what do you call them. They sell coke …no fruit salad, not vegetable salad...

I don’t think the schools teach children about the importance of fruits and vegetables. Even the midday meals don’t have fruits and veges. They give fruit juice because it can go round when water is added...

Influence of advertisements, marketing, negative mass and social media

Advertisement and marketing of healthy behaviours and products attract adolescents to such behaviours but nobody advertises fruit and vegetables asserted the participants. Below are some contributions:

…no-one advertises fruits or vegetables like sweet things…

what’s advertised is what attracts people.

If you advertise a cucumber in TV and you explain the goodness of it and what I’m getting from it, may be, I will consider buying it but you don’t see that. Because there is
Parents’ perception regarding their roles

This section is conceptualised as a multifaceted construct grounded in the interview data and it had the following components:

Parental knowledge

The participants in the present study appeared to be knowledgeable regarding the benefits of consumption of fruit and vegetables, including the nutritional/health values and the cleansing effects on the oral cavity.

If you eat vegetables and fruits you become healthy because they add vitamins, nutrients, all the carbohydrates, proteins. You grow up healthy. Your teeth will be strong and clean. You have calcium and everything. But if don’t take them you are not that healthy.

For example, carrots have a cleaning effect in your mouth but if you don’t know that… you will, you keep eating sweets and what not. You leave things that are healthy… so the disadvantage is that you are not eating something that is keeping you alive, that is keeping your sight functional well, that is cleaning you, that is giving you a good body, a good system. You know because some fruits, some vegetables, they help clean your body.

Challenges faced by parents of adolescents

The challenges parents face include children’s general dislike for vegetables, peer pressure and outside influences so parents cannot raise their children alone.

I think we need help as parents with each other to, to raise kids. We can’t raise these children alone.

Ah, yea, these days kids don’t like, love vegetables. They hate it, whoa.

You see we can try to do our best by our home. Outside, they at school, the other ones, eating those sweet things, chocolates …so they will share as kids.

DISCUSSION

While the development of affordable, positive, practical, sustainable and culturally sensitive FBDGs to help South Africans, aged five years and over is commendable, South African adolescents still consume relatively low fruit and vegetables.2 This is likely because children as young as four years of age; perhaps much younger have already formed their taste preferences for fruit and vegetables. The main concern of this study was adolescents’ preference for sweets and confectionaries mainly on account of the perceived lack of taste of fruit and vegetables.

The important role of good upbringing of children when they are infants and also of the home environment in the formation and retention of the healthy behaviour of consuming fruit and vegetables was highlighted by the present study. There was also the opinion that different races eating differently; some consuming more vegetables than others and that if an adolescent grew up eating fruits and vegetables, the adolescents was likely to continue into their adulthood.

This opinion is supported by a recent study conducted in the United States of America, which found that older Black and White women eat differently although the dietary pattern within each racial group varied considerably depending on factors such age, socio-economic status and neighbourhood.15 Apart from different races eating differently, the interview outcome of the present study did not perceive race has a dominant influence on adolescent’s attitude towards fruit and vegetables. However, with both acculturation and globalization there are changes in preferences for certain foods and these changes may differ by ethnic groups. For example, in one study, first-generation Asian and Latino adolescents consumed higher fruit and vegetables and lower soda than the American white population. With succeeding generations, the consumption of these items by Asians remains stable. In contrast, fruit and vegetables consumption by Latinos decreased while their soda consumption increases, so that by the third generation their nutrition has become poorer than that of the American white population.16

Although, culture is a dynamic construct because it changes over time, it still remains a significant influence over what adolescents consume because of familiarity, and perceived healthfulness. Culture has food beliefs around certain foods and these changes may differ by ethnic groups. For example, in one study, first-generation Asian and Latino adolescents consumed higher fruit and vegetables and lower soda than the American white population. With succeeding generations, the consumption of these items by Asians remains stable. In contrast, fruit and vegetables consumption by Latinos decreased while their soda consumption increases, so that by the third generation their nutrition has become poorer than that of the American white population.16

There are two main ways parents’ modelling can increase a child’s consumption of fruit and vegetables. Observation could change behaviours directly or frequent provision of fruit and vegetables at meals could increase the possibility of consumption by promoting liking through increased taste exposure.19 Parents therefore, need to be active and positive role models by eating a wide variety of foods and fruit/vegetables regularly. Parents should also ex-
pose their children to fruit and vegetables through movies, books, or gardening to stimulate their interest in them. Consistent with previous studies the present study highlighted the significant influence of the school environment on adolescents’ attitudes towards the healthy lifestyle of consuming fruit and vegetables. Schools should not only teach the value of fruit and vegetables but should encourage their availability within the school premises in favour of snack vending machines and also, include them in midday meals where such are provided.

Adolescents are continuously exposed to a constant barrage of advertisements for sweetened drinks, fast foods and high-caloric snacks on television commercials. The parents in this study continually referred to the perversiveness of fast foods in today’s daily life. Another area of concern is that fruits are not as cheap as sweet foods although it was also recognized that eating healthy is a matter of priority not affordability only. In situations where affordability is an issue, parents should be creative; preparing attractive and tasty meals using vegetables. Vegetables are even more likely to provide optimum nutrients and protection because they are usually prepared fresh for meals preferably immediately after harvest, especially, in the rural areas; unlike fruits that are often eaten many days after harvest. Availability and lower cost of vegetables when compared with fruits that are also highly contingent on seasonal fluctuations is therefore, a great advantage.

The parents in the present study appeared to be knowledgeable regarding the benefits of consuming fruit and vegetables. The perception of some of them regarding adolescent inadequate fruit and vegetables consumption was that in spite of the nutritional/health values and the cleansing effects on the oral cavity, children of this age do not like consuming fruit and vegetables because they do not taste nice when compared to the fast foods that are available.

This confirms the assertion of Vorster et al. that South African adolescents consume relatively low fruit and vegetables despite the development of food-based dietary guidelines. This situation is partly dependent on how the adolescent was brought up and that it may improve if parents consumed fruit and vegetables regularly at home. Besides gender, parents’ fruit and vegetable consumption is one of the strongest predictor of a child’s consumption of these foods because a parent’s healthy behaviour has significant effect on their adolescents’ tendency towards that behaviour. Whereas some parents understand quite well what they should be teaching and feeding their children, they do not know how to encourage their children to eat healthily and avoid unhealthy behaviours. They lack practical strategies on how to achieve this.

Infants are known to naturally have intrinsic preferences towards certain taste qualities and dislikes for others. They are also choosy and prefer sweet-tasting foods and reject foods that do not taste nice such as certain vegetables. They are also reluctant to try new foods. A reluctance to try new foods is called neophobia. Neophobia seems to be minimal around the age of 140-180 days, so infants may be more willing to try new foods at this age, making it the ideal time to help them acquire a taste for vegetables.

However, neophobia can often be overcome in children who have positive role models. Children are more likely to try unfamiliar foods if they have observed someone else eating them, parents (and sometimes siblings). When parents take a bite of their children’s food and show signs of delight or enjoying it, children are more likely to try the food. Parents therefore, may see better results from offering their children a variety of healthy foods containing fruit and vegetables from a young age and also from repeated exposures to these foods even if the child does not like them at first.

It is important to note here that fruit juice are not as healthy as solid or whole fruits and therefore should be discouraged. Solid or whole fruits not only contain less sugars (approximately 35% less sugar), the intrinsic sugars in them are healthier than the extrinsic sugars produced when cell membranes rupture during the juicing process. Solid or whole fruits also provide a lot more fibres and nutrition usually lost during the juicing process.

Some of the parents reported that allergies to certain fruits and vegetables could be one of the reasons why they are not eaten. While this claim may be true, it is uncommon. A food allergy is an abnormal immune response to food. The signs and symptoms may range from mild to severe which may include itchiness, swelling of the tongue, vomiting, diarrhea, hives, trouble breathing, or low blood pressure. This typically occurs within minutes to several hours after exposure. When the symptoms are severe it is known as anaphylaxis. Food intolerance (e.g. lactose intolerance) and food poisoning are different from food allergy. A type of food allergy known as oral allergic syndrome is characterized by a cluster of allergic reactions in the mouth in response to eating certain (usually fresh) fruits, nuts, and vegetables that typically develops with hay fever.

It is pertinent to state here that WHO Fruit and Vegetable Promotion Initiative had concluded that up to 2.7 million lives could be saved annually with adequate fruit and vegetables consumption, and that a low intake of fruit and vegetables is among the top 10 identified risk factors for global mortality. Promoting adequate (>400 g/d) consumption of fruit and vegetables should therefore be a key dietary goal. Most adolescent oral health behaviours are initiated in infancy and childhood and are likely to track into adulthood with their health implications.

As previously documented it takes a whole community including the schools and on-going efforts of parents to provide the enabling environment for the development and retention of the healthy behaviour of consuming fruit and vegetables. This is not a task for one parent alone and here lies the huge challenge. However, findings of the present study should be considered in the light of the following limitations. The generalizability of its findings is limited by the qualitative nature of the study because of the use of non-probability, purposive sampling strategy and also because of the small number of research participants.
CONCLUSION

Despite the limitations stated above the conclusion of the study is pertinent and weighty. It suggests that targeting South Africans five years and older has not been adequately effective in promoting appropriate consumption of fruit and vegetables. The study therefore, recommends the introduction of infants as early as possible to the taste of locally available fruit and vegetables as well as the gradual introduction of these fruit and vegetables and a variety of other nutrient-dense foods when solid foods are being introduced, in order to promote their liking through increased taste exposure.

This practice has the potential to facilitate the mitigation of the adolescent unhealthy behaviour of inadequate fruit and vegetables consumption. In addition, parents and schools should provide enabling environments that encourage consumption of fruit and vegetables. The study also suggests future investigation of the effects of the introduction of infants very early to the taste of locally available fruit and vegetables as well as the gradual introduction of these fruit and vegetables in their meals when solid foods are being introduced on adolescent healthy behaviour of fruit and vegetables consumption.
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